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How to control investigation power of public security organs is an inevitable 
theoretical problem to be discussed in the field of proceeding law. Furthermore it is a 
realistic problem which needs to be solved urgently. It is significant to discuss the 
problem on controlling the investigation power of public security organs in China, 
with distribution of powers among subjects in criminal proceeding as the angle of 
view, and construct investigation procedure so as to prevent investigation power of 
police from being abused. Different countries have different modes to control 
investigation power and do not follow a unitive one. Modern nomocracy countries, 
such as Germany, France, Italy, UK, the United States, have established their mature 
modes with their own characteristics. These modes surely can make reference to 
constructing our mode of investigation power control, however they are not suitable to 
be simply imitated, copied or transplanted. The only consequential and practical 
choice is to learn and absorb what is beneficial in the modes of investigation power 
control in other countries, and taking all the related factors into consideration,  
including the value choice and the aim of criminal proceeding in China, the power 
distribution between prosecution services and court and the operation of the powers, 
and the international obligation burdened by us, then construct a mode of 
investigation power control with Chinese characteristics in the frame of our 
constitutional and political system. To realize the aim of controlling the investigation 
power of police, we should assign the task to the prosecution services who will 
accomplish it through carrying out prosecution power, that is, establishing a mode of 
investigation power control with prosecutors as dominant, with investigation 
supervision as the main way, with criminal suspects’ defending right and victims’ 
restriction to investigation as an important supplement. The concrete measures include, 
first, to improve the investigation power control by prosecution services; second, to 
establish prosecution examination mechanism to custody before trial; third, strengthen 
criminal suspects’ defending right; Fourth, to scientifically decompose the powers of 
the public security organs; and fifth, to improve victims’ restriction to investigation 
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